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Meeting with Business Europe on Sustainable corporate governance (SCG) 

Date:   9/9/2021 

Participants:  Business Europe: Business Europe)  

DG GROW:  (G2) 

Four departments are following the sustainable corporate governance in Business Europe - strong 
internal coordination needed 

On due diligence: 

Since a year: evolution among members, becoming less defensive.

Business Europe will not be against the SCG initiative, companies could benefit from an European 
inititative: level playing filed, sharing the burden, legal certainty.  
Agreeing with supply chain due diligence but not for value chain (as it would include also checking 
their consumers).  

Direct suppliers are feasible but beyond it might be feasible only for multinationals but not others, 
need to involve also local governments. 

However due diligence should follow certain conditions 

 take into account that SMEs are always impacted (via contractual relations);  
 level playing field: same rules should apply for everyone - internal market access to be 

factored in 
 support for SMEs need to be provide 

Separation of due diligence and corporate governance.  

The corporate governance should be flexible. If interest of stakeholders is put at same level as the 
companies interest, this should make the management of company challengeable, company should 
be free to decide on that. Corporate governance rather as Recommendation, with targeted rules, 
and not using the EY study as basis for action. Also John Ruggie was against mixing this 2 aspects in 
article published last year.  

Burden/impacts on SMEs at different levels: reporting; monitoring (not same leverage as big 
companies) difficulties to obtain info in certain regions, sanctions (proportionate not obligation of 
results but means), civil liability should follow the concept on cause contribution. 
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Ill Ref. Ares(2021)6354419 - 18/10/2021 

Meeting with Handelsverband Deutschland - HOE - e.V. on sustainable corporate 

governance (SCG) 

Date: 29/09/2021 

Participants : 

HOE: 

HDE European Affairs Bruxelles: sustainability and CSR 
ALDI sud BXL

l

GROW

Schwarz Gruppe 
METROAG 
German Retail federeation 
- German Food Retail Association

Retail sector is very commited to CSR, it is very visible part of supply chains (facing 
customers) and have higher risk of reputation issues. 

Strong plea for coherence among different legislative proposals (CSRD, deforestation, 
possible forced labour) and for legal clarity. 

Regarding the German example, retailers (METRO) find that the law left some legal terms 
open and now extensive legal analysis is needed e.g. direct/indirect supplier definition. Legal 
certainty is needed. Concrete guidelines will be needed for the implementation. And they 
have to be published on time ideally with the legislation. 

Retailers would include SMEs and make sure that the information is flowing through the 
supply chain. they are in favour to include SMEs but with this condition. They should have 
some proportionate obligations only. 

Include a comitology procedure to include in time other sectors/products. 

Against an import ban, but the company should prove that it is working to help solving 
forced labour. Price should be different for products that are sourced from certain countries
country classification (green, yellow, red) based on the risk profile, when sourcing from red 
region the due diligence requirements would be more detailed. Same approach followed in 
IUU on fisheries. 

Existing schemes should work as a safe harbour. On cocoa and coffee, there are so many 
projects with NGOs and civil society and it is a pity if this is not recognised. They have to be 
at least acknowledged, if not as a safe harbour in other ways. 
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